IEHA Environmental Sustainability Professional Designation-ESP

Assisting EVS personnel in defining and expanding their role as sustainability practitioners

The three modules, designed first for EVS personnel are:

✅ Module 1: The Sustainability Advantage
✅ Module 2: Making a Business Case for Sustainability
✅ Module 3: Selling Sustainability to Stakeholder's

Applicants must conduct a waste audit in their facilities, which includes documenting findings and intervention to reduce the waste stream, reporting results, and following up on actions. To earn the credential, applicants must successfully pass a written exam with 80% or higher and must also complete the required practical exam which includes a waste audit and two additional practicum exam topics and submit the results with pictures or a video with a 750-1000 word essay to IEHA.

"IEHA has developed a thoughtful and rich learning program that can help housekeeping professionals hone their understanding and practice of sustainability. We applaud IEHA for highlighting Green Seal-Certified cleaning products as a vital tool in a sustainable housekeeping program." Doug Gatlin, CEO, Green Seal, Washington, DC

For registration contact: 800-225-4772 Ext: 1377